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Electron scattering from the three-nucleon bound state with two- and three-body disintegration is described.
The description uses the purely nucleonic charge-dependent CD-Bonn potential and its coupled-channel ex-
tension CD-Bonn+D. Exact solutions of three-particle equations are employed for the initial and final states of
the reactions. The current has one-baryon and two-baryon contributions and couples nucleonic with D-isobar
channels. D-isobar effects on the observables are isolated. The D-isobar excitation yields an effective three-
nucleon force and effective two- and three-nucleon currents beside other D-isobar effects; they are mutually
consistent.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electron scattering from the three-nucleon bound state is
described allowing for the excitation of a nucleon to a D
isobar. The available energy stays below pion-production
threshold; thus, the excitation of the D isobar remains virtual.
The D isobar is therefore considered a stable particle; it
yields an effective three-nucleon force and effective ex-
change currents beside other D-isobar effects.
The paper updates our previous calculations [1] of three-
nucleon electron scattering. Compared to Ref. [1], the de-
scription is extended to higher energies, and three-nucleon
breakup is also included; however, energetically the descrip-
tion is only valid below pion-production threshold. Exclusive
and inclusive reactions are described. The employed dynam-
ics is the same as in Ref. [2] for photo reactions. The under-
lying purely nucleonic reference potential is CD Bonn [3].
Its coupled-channel extension, called CD Bonn+D, is em-
ployed in this paper; it is fitted in Ref. [4] to the experimental
two-nucleon data up to 350 MeV nucleon lab energy; it is as
realistic as CD Bonn. The exact solution of the three-particle
scattering equations is used for the initial- and final-state
hadronic interactions. They are solved by Chebyshev expan-
sion of the two-baryon transition matrix as interpolation
technique [5]; that technique is found highly efficient and
systematic. The employed electromagnetic (e.m.) current is
structurally the same as in Ref. [2] for photo reactions. It is a
coupled-channel current tuned to the used two-baryon poten-
tials as much as possible. It contains one- and two-baryon
parts. Compared with Ref. [2] it is augmented with e.m. form
factors.
An alternative description of e.m. processes in the three-
nucleon system is given in Refs. [6–10]; Refs. [6–10] em-
ploy a different two-nucleon potential and a different e.m.
current; nevertheless, the theoretical predictions of Refs.
[6–10] and of this paper turn out to be qualitatively quite
similar where comparable.
Section II recalls our calculational procedure and espe-
cially stresses its improvements. Section III presents charac-
teristic results for observables; D-isobar effects on those ob-
servables are isolated. Section IV gives a summary and our
conclusions.
II. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE
The kinematics of the considered processes in electron
scattering is shown in Fig. 1. The calculational procedure,
including the notation, is taken over from Refs. [1,2]. We
remind the reader shortly of that procedure in order to point
out changes and to describe the extension to three-body elec-
tro disintegration and to inclusive processes, not discussed in
Ref. [1].
A. Description of exclusive reactions with three-body
disintegration
The S-matrix and the spin-averaged and spin-dependent
cross sections for two-body electrodisintegration of the tri-
nucleon bound state are given in Ref. [1]. In this subsection
we add the corresponding quantities for three-body electro-
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FIG. 1. Schematic description of electrodisintegration of the
three-nucleon bound state. Momenta are assigned to the particles
involved. The lines for the deuteron and the three-nucleon bound
state are drawn in a special form to indicate their compositeness.
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disintegration. The right part of Fig. 1 recalls the employed
notation for the individual particle momenta of the trinucleon
bound state, the three nucleons of breakup and the electron;
i.e., kB, kj, and ke. They are on-mass-shell four-momenta.
The corresponding particle energies are the zero components
of those momenta, i.e., kB
0c, kj
0c, and ke
0c; they are relativistic
ones with the respective rest masses mB, mN, and me, in con-
trast to the nonrelativistic baryonic energies of the nonrela-
tivistic model calculation of baryonic states without rest
masses, i.e., EBskBd=EB+kB
2 /6mN, EB being the three-
nucleon binding energy, and ENsk jd=k j
2 /2mN.
We give two alternative forms for the S-matrix elements:
kfP fuSuiPil = − is2p"d4dskef + k1 + k2 + k3 − kei − kBd
3 ksfuMusils2p"d−9
3 f2kei
0 c2kB
0c2kef
0 c2k1
0c2k2
0c2k3
0cg−1/2, s1ad
kfP fuSuiPil = −
i
"c
dskef
0 c + ENsk1d + ENsk2d + ENsk3d − kei
0 c
− EBskBdddskef + k1 + k2 + k3 − kei − kBd
3
1
s2pd2
f2kef
0 c2kef
0 cg−1/2
3u¯skefsefdgmuskeiseid
4pep
2
skef − keid
2
3
1
epc
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fujmsQ,K+duBl . s1bd
Equation (1a) introduces a covariant form, whereas Eq. (1b)
is the noncovariant quantum mechanical realization of it. P is
the total momentum including the one of the electron, spqKd
the Jacobi momenta of the three baryons according to Ref.
[11]; K+=Ki+K f; i and f indicate the initial and final states
of the reaction. usksd is the Dirac spinor of the electron with
positive energy in the normalization u¯sks8dusksd=mec2ds8s;
ksfuMusil is the singularity-free matrix element for three-
nucleon electrodisintegration, from which the differential
cross section is obtained. Its dependence on the spin projec-
tions sei and MB of electron and trinucleon bound state in the
initial channel, collectively described by si, and on the spin
projections sef and msf of electron and nucleons in the final
channel, collectively described by sf, are explicitly indicated.
ksfuMusil is Lorentz-invariant in a relativistic description and
can therefore be calculated in any frame. However, when
calculated according to Eq. (1b) in the framework of nonrel-
ativistic quantum mechanics, ksfuMusil loses that property of
being a Lorentz scalar.
The lab cross section takes the following compact form
d8si→f = uksfuMusilu2fpsdEeskefdd
2kˆ efdSd
2kˆ 1d2kˆ 2 s2ad
with the abbreviation fps for a phase-space factor; in the lab
frame fps is
fps =
kef
0
s2p"d864c7kei
0 mB
k1
2k2
2
3hk1
2fuk2usk2
0 + k3
0d − k2
0kˆ 2 · sQ − k1dg2
+ k2
2fuk1usk1
0 + k3
0d − k1
0kˆ 1 · sQ − k2dg2j−1/2, s2bd
fps =
kef
0
s2p"d864c8kei
0 mNmB
k1
2k2
2hk1
2f2uk2u − kˆ 2 · sQ − k1dg2
+ k2
2f2uk1u − kˆ 1 · sQ − k2dg2j−1/2. s2cd
Equation (2c) is the nonrelativistic version of Eq. (2b); dS is
the element of arclength S as used in Ref. [2]. The cross
section (2a) is still spin-dependent. The spin-averaged eight-
fold differential cross section is
d8s
dEeskefdd
2kˆ efdSd
2kˆ 1d2kˆ 2
=
1
4osfsi
d8si→f
dEeskefdd
2kˆ efdSd
2kˆ 1d2kˆ 2
;
s3d
in figures it is denoted by d8s /dEedVedSdV1dV2, the tradi-
tional notation. The experimental setup determines the iso-
spin character of the two detected nucleons 1 and 2; their
isospin character is not followed up in our notation.
We calculate the matrix element ksfuMusil in the lab frame
using the following computational strategy. The strategy is in
the spirit of Ref. [2]; it is nonunique, since the model calcu-
lations, due to the limitations of the underlying dynamics,
miss the trinucleon binding energy; the necessary correction
for that miss has arbitrary features:
(1) The experimental four-momentum transfer
Q = kei − kef , s4ad
Q = k1 + k2 + k3 − kB s4bd
determines the total energy and the total momentum of the
hadronic part of the system in the final channel. This step is
done using relativistic kinematics and the true experimental
trinucleon binding energy. The experimental momentum Q
in the lab frame with Ki=kB=0 determines the total momen-
tum K f and the energy E0sp fq fK fd of the final three-nucleon
system in the lab frame, i.e., K f =Q and E0sp fq fK fd=EB
+Q0c. The resulting energy E0sp fq fK fd of the final state is
the true experimental one. Thus, the experimental two- and
three-body breakup thresholds are exactly reproduced.
(2) The matrix element ksfuMusil is calculated in the lab
system as on-energy-shell element under nonrelativistic
model assumptions for hadron dynamics. Taking the com-
puted trinucleon model binding energy EB and the average
nucleon mass mN, i.e., mNc2=938.919 MeV, the energy
transfer Q0 to be used for the current matrix element results,
i.e., Q0c=E0sp fq fK fd−EB; the three-momentum transfer Q
to be used for the current matrix element is Q=˛Q02+Q2Kˆ f
with the true experimental value of Q2; note that we define
the square of the spacelike four-momentum transfer positive
as Q2=Q2−Q02. Since the model trinucleon binding energy is
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not the experimental one, the components of the resulting
four-momentum transfer Q do not match precisely their
experimental values when calculating the part
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fujmsQ ,K+duBl of the matrix element ksfuMusil
according to Eq. (5) below; this strategy is chosen in order to
preserve the experimental Q2 as in photo reactions [2]. The
internal three-nucleon energy part of the final state is
p f
2 /mN+3q f
2 /4mN=E0sp fq fK fd−K f
2 /6mN.
(3) The lab cross section is calculated nonrelativistically;
it is constructed from the following form of the matrix ele-
ment
ksfuMusil =
"
c
s2p"d3u¯skefsefdgmuskeiseid
4pep
2
skef − keid
2
3
1
epc
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fujmsQ,QduBl
3f2mNc2g3/2f2mBc2g1/2 s5d
and from the nonrelativistic phase-space factor fps in the
form s2cd. As discussed in Ref. f2g one could choose the
hadronic kinematics nonrelativistically for the dynamic ma-
trix element ksfuMusil on one side and relativistically for the
kinematical factors on the other side. That split calculational
strategy can be carried out with ease for the observables of
exclusive processes. However, when total cross sections or
inelastic structure functions in inclusive processes are calcu-
lated, we resort to a particular technical scheme as already
described in Ref. f2g for the total photo cross section: The
energy-conserving d-function in the phase-space element is
rewritten as imaginary part of the full resolvent and that full
resolvent has to be made consistent with the employed non-
relativistic dynamics of the model calculations. Thus, the
split calculational strategy, developed in Ref. f1g, cannot be
carried through for total cross sections and inelastic structure
functions. We therefore do not use it in our standard calcu-
lational procedure; we use it only for exclusive cross sec-
tions when testing the validity of the employed nonrelativis-
tic kinematics.
B. Description of inclusive reactions
We assume that the electron beam is polarized with
the electron helicity he and that the trinucleon target is
polarized according to the polarization vector nB
= ssin uB cos wB , sin uB sin wB , cos uBd; the angles are taken
with respect to the direction Qˆ . We use the same definition of
coordinate axes as Ref. [1].
The inclusive spin-dependent differential cross section
has the form
d3 s she,nBd
dEeskefdd
2kˆ ef
= sMotthvLsQuedRLsQd + vTsQuedRTsQd
+ hefvT8sQuedRT8sQdnBz
+ vTL8sQuedRTL8sQdnBxgj s6d
with the Mott cross section sMott and the kinematical func-
tions vLsQued, vTsQued, vT8sQued, and vTL8sQued given in
Ref. [1], and with the inclusive response functions RLsQd,
RTsQd, RT8sQd, and RTL8sQd given in the Appendix. The lon-
gitudinal and transverse response functions RLsQd and RTsQd
refer to a spin averaged target, RT8sQd and RTL8sQd are char-
acteristic for the spin structure of the target. Experiments
usually measure the asymmetry AsnBd, i.e.,
AsnBd = F d3ss1,nBddEeskefdd2kˆ ef − d
3ss− 1,nBd
dEeskefdd
2kˆ ef
GY
F d3ss1,nBddEeskefdd2kˆ ef + d
3ss− 1,nBd
dEeskefdd
2kˆ ef
G , s7ad
AsnBd =
vT8sQuedRT8sQdnBz + vTL8sQuedRTL8sQdnBx
vLsQuedRLsQd + vTsQuedRTsQd
.
s7bd
When orienting the target spin parallel to the momentum
transfer Q, i.e., nBT8= s0,0 ,1d, the transverse asymmetry
AT8=AsnBT8d is selected; when orienting the target spin per-
pendicular to the momentum transfer Q, but in the electron
scattering plane, i.e., nBTL8= s1,0 ,0d, the transverse-
longitudinal asymmetry ATL8=AsnBTL8d is selected.
III. RESULTS
We present results for spin-averaged and spin-dependent
observables in electro disintegration of the three-nucleon
bound state. The presented exclusive results refer to three-
body disintegration. Results of exclusive two-body disinte-
gration are not shown; results for them are given in Ref. [1];
control calculations indicate that the results of Ref. [1] do
not get any essential physics change, though the hadronic
interaction and the e.m. current are improved compared with
Ref. [1].
The results of this paper are based on calculations derived
from the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential [3] and its
coupled-channel extension [4], which allows for single
D-isobar excitation in isospin-triplet partial waves. The D
isobar is considered to be a stable particle of spin and isospin
3
2 with a rest mass mDc
2 of 1232 MeV. In contrast to the
coupled-channel potential constructed previously by the sub-
traction technique [12] and used in the calculations of Ref.
[1], the new one of Ref. [4] and used in this paper is fitted
properly to data and accounts for two-nucleon scattering data
with the same quality as the original CD-Bonn potential. We
describe first the standard calculational procedure which this
paper follows.
The baryonic potential is taken into account in purely
nucleonic and in nucleon-D partial waves up to the total
two-baryon angular momentum I=3. The calculations omit
the Coulomb potential between charged baryons. Neverthe-
less, the theoretical description is charge dependent. For re-
actions on 3He the proton-proton sppd and neutron-proton
snpd parts of the potentials are used, for reactions on 3H the
neutron-neutron snnd and np parts. Assuming charge inde-
pendence, the three-nucleon bound state and nucleon-
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deuteron scattering states are pure states with total isospin
T= 12 ; the three-nucleon scattering states have total isospinT= 12 and T= 32 , but those parts are not coupled by hadron
dynamics. In contrast, allowing for charge dependence, all
three-baryon states have T= 12 and T= 32 components which
are dynamically coupled. For hadronic reactions that cou-
pling is found to be quantitatively important in the 1S0 partial
wave [13]; in other partial waves the approximative treat-
ment of charge dependence as described in Ref. [13] is found
to be sufficient; it does not couple total isospin T= 12 and 32
channels dynamically. The same holds for the hadronic dy-
namics in e.m. reactions considered in this paper: The effect
of charge dependence is dominated by the 1S0 partial wave; it
is seen in some particular kinematic situations, but we refrain
from discussing them in detail in this paper. However, the
calculations of e.m. reactions require total isospin T= 32 com-
ponents of scattering states in all considered isospin-triplet
two-baryon partial waves, since the e.m. current couples the
T= 12 and T= 32 components strongly.
The three-particle equations for the trinucleon bound state
uBl and for the scattering states are solved as in Ref. [5]; in
fact, the scattering states are calculated only implicitly as
described in the Appendix. The resulting binding energies of
3He are −7.941 and −8.225 MeV for CD Bonn and CD
Bonn+D, respectively. If the Coulomb interaction were
taken into account, as proper for 3He, the binding energies
shift to −7.261 and −7.544 MeV, whereas the experimental
value is −7.718 MeV. Nevertheless, we use the purely had-
ronic energy values and bound-state wave functions for con-
sistency when calculating the current matrix elements, since
we are unable to include the Coulomb interaction in the scat-
tering states.
Whereas the baryonic potential is considered up to I=3,
the e.m. current is allowed to act between partial waves up to
I=6, the higher partial waves being created by the geometry
of antisymmetrization. The e.m. current is taken over from
Ref. [2] augmented by e.m. form factors. Whereas the em-
ployed current operators depend on the three-momentum
transfer Q only, the added e.m. form factors depend on the
four-momentum transfer Q2=Q2−Q02 as discussed in Appen-
dix A of Ref. [2], Q0 being taken as the energy transfer to the
nuclear system. The current is expanded in multipoles as
described in Refs. [14,15]; current conservation is imposed
explicitly by replacing the longitudinal current part by its
charge part. The technique for calculating multipole matrix
elements is developed in Ref. [14]; a special stability prob-
lem [16] arising in the calculation requires some modifica-
tions of that technique as described in Ref. [15]. The electric
and magnetic multipoles are calculated from the one- and
two-baryon parts of the spatial current; the Siegert form of
electric multipoles is not used. The Coulomb multipoles are
calculated from diagonal single-nucleon and single-D parts
of the charge density; the nucleon-D transition contribution
as well as two-baryon contributions are of relativistic order
and are therefore omitted in the charge-density operator
when calculating Coulomb multipoles.
The number of considered current multipoles is limited by
the maximal total three-baryon angular momentum Jmax
=
25
2 , taken into account for the hadronic scattering states.
The results for the considered e.m. reactions appear fully
converged with respect to higher two-baryon angular mo-
menta I, with respect to D-isobar coupling and with respect
to higher three-baryon angular momenta J on the scale of
accuracy which present-day experimental data require, the
exception being only exclusive observables in the vicinity of
the quasielastic peak which show poorer convergence with
respect to J.
A. E.m. form factors of the three-nucleon bound state
and detailed choice of current
The trinucleon form factors refer to elastic electron scat-
tering. The form factors are calculated in order to check how
realistic the underlying current operators are for the momen-
tum transfers required later on in inelastic electron scattering;
they are calculated in the Breit frame, i.e., as functions of
Q=˛Q2= uQu; we will make sure in the text that the magni-
tude Q will not be confused with the four vector Q. As cus-
tomary we give Q in this subsection in units of fm−1 with
1 fm−1<200 MeV/c in contrast to the remainder of the pa-
per. The operator forms are defined in Appendix A of Ref. [2]
with the hadronic parameters of the CD Bonn and CD
Bonn+D potentials and with the following additional choices
for the baryonic and mesonic e.m. form factors.
We employ the recent parametrization of the nucleonic
e.m. form factors as given in Ref. [17]; it is tuned to new
form factor data for the proton and the neutron and is there-
fore rather different at momentum transfers larger than
3 fm−1 compared with older parametrizations as those of
Ref. [18], used by us previously in Refs. [1,16]. We take the
Sachs form factors gEsQ2d and gMsQ2d of Ref. [17] as the
form factors esQ2d and msQ2d in Appendix A of Ref. [2]; in
the context of the two-baryon potentials CD Bonn and CD
Bonn+D of this paper the two-baryon exchange currents of
Eqs. (A5)–(A7) in Ref. [2] are used with the isovector form
factors eVsQ2d=gEVsQ2d instead of the Dirac form factor
f1VsQ2d, used previously [1,16] in the context of the potentials
Paris and Paris+D. However, the two-baryon exchange cur-
rents, corresponding to nondiagonal meson exchanges ac-
cording to Eqs. (A5) and (A6) of Ref. [2], are used with form
factors frpgsQ2d=grpg f1SsQ2d and fvpgsQ2d=gvpg f1VsQ2d. In
contrast to Ref. [2], we choose for the nucleon-D transition
form factor gDN
M1sQ2d the coupling strength as gDNM1s0d
=4.59 mN, mN being the nuclear magneton. The coupling
strength is in accordance with the relation gDN
M1s0d= 32GM
* s0d
to the transition magnetic moment GM
* s0d and with its experi-
mental value GM
* s0d=3.06 mN of Ref. [19], the experimental
value being a bit larger than the quark model value
2.63 mN. The momentum-transfer dependence of gDN
M1sQ2d
is taken as gDN
M1sQ2d /gDNM1s0d=e−gQ
2 / s1+Q2 /LDN2 d2 with g
=0.21sGeV/cd−2 and LDN
2
=0.71sGeV/cd2 according to Fig. 2
of Ref. [19]; the momentum-dependent fall of the form fac-
tor gDN
M1sQ2d is slightly faster than for a dipole.
Figure 2 shows the trinucleon charge form factors. The
relativistic operator corrections as given in Eqs. (A11) of
Ref. [2] and the additional corrections of r and v exchange
of Ref. [20] are necessary to account for the data at least
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roughly at larger momentum transfers. Those relativistic cor-
rections are, however, omitted in our standard calculational
procedure for electrodisintegration. Most disintegration pro-
cesses, considered in this paper, require the current up to
momentum transfers uQu<2.5 fm−1; in that kinematic regime
the employed relativistic corrections are still small. However,
even in that limited kinematic regime the predictions based
on that standard calculational procedure show more devia-
tions from data with increasing momentum transfer. The
found agreement between data and the theoretical predictions
with relativistic corrections for the trinucleon charge form
factors is comparable with the results of Refs. [21,22], based
on other baryonic potentials. In contrast to the relativistic
corrections, the nonrelativistic D-isobar effect on the charge
form factors is minute and therefore not separately shown in
Fig. 2.
The trinucleon magnetic moments are given in Table I and
the magnetic form factors are shown in Fig. 3. The agree-
ment between data and theoretical predictions is quite satis-
factory for the magnetic moments and for the form factors up
to Q=5 fm−1; beyond Q=5 fm−1 the predicted form factors
are too small in magnitude and have a shape not consistent
with the data around the secondary maximum. In contrast to
the charge, exchange corrections of the spatial current are of
nonrelativistic order and they contribute already at momen-
tum transfers relevant for the considered disintegration pro-
cesses; they are therefore fully included in our standard cal-
culational procedure. In the context of the potentials CD
Bonn and CD Bonn+D, the use of the isovector form factors
gE
VsQ2d for diagonal meson-exchange currents is absolutely
necessary; the use of f1VsQ2d instead moves the first minima
out, i.e., beyond 7 fm−1.
At the larger momentum transfers Q.3 fm−1 we note a
sensitivity of the theoretical predictions for the charge and
magnetic form factors upon the parametrization of the under-
lying charge and current operators, especially on the e.m.
form factors of baryons. Furthermore, as already discussed in
Ref. [2], the match between hadronic and e.m. dynamics has
deficiencies, i.e., the two-baryon potentials being nonlocal,
whereas the employed e.m. currents being local; also the use
FIG. 2. Charge form factors FC of 3He and 3H as function of
momentum transfer Q. Results of the coupled-channel potential
with D-isobar excitation without (solid curves) and with selected
relativistic charge operator corrections (dashed curves) are com-
pared. The results of the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential are
almost indistinguishable from the respective results of CD Bonn
+D. The experimental data are from Ref. [23].
TABLE I. Magnetic moments m of 3He and 3H in units of the
nuclear magneton mN.
ms3Hed ms3Hd
CD Bonn −2.073 2.906
CD Bonn+D −2.139 2.970
Experiment −2.127 2.979
FIG. 3. Magnetic form factors FM of 3He and 3H as function of
momentum transfer Q. Results of the coupled-channel potential
with D-isobar excitation (solid curves) are compared with reference
results of the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential (dashed curves).
The experimental data are from Ref. [23]. Both, data and theoretical
predictions, are divided by the experimental magnetic moments as
given in Table I.
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of a nonrelativistic description of the hadron dynamics at
those momentum transfers is questionable. However, the ob-
served theoretical uncertainties and the discrepancies with
data, occurring at larger momentum transfers, are not rel-
evant for most disintegration processes, considered in this
paper.
B. Exclusive three-nucleon breakup
To the best of our knowledge, there are no fully exclusive
experimental data of three-nucleon breakup in the considered
energy regime. As in hadronic and photo reactions we ob-
serve more significant D-isobar effects at higher energies.
Figure 4 presents sample results for the spin-averaged eight-
fold differential cross section of the three-body electro disin-
tegration of 3He with a moderate D-isobar effect.
Reference [24] presents results for the eightfold differen-
tial cross section d8s /dEedVedE1dV1dV2 averaged over a
rather large experimental detection volume. However, the ex-
citation energy in the experiment of Ref. [24] is well above
pion-production threshold. Thus, the theoretical predictions
of any model neglecting pionic channels as our potential CD
Bonn+D should be taken with severe caution. Nevertheless,
we present our results for that higher energy in Fig. 5; we use
the representation of Ref. [24], but for simplicity we do not
perform the averaging. We note large D-isobar effects in par-
ticular kinematical regimes where the purely nucleonic cal-
culations presented in Fig. 7 of Ref. [24] clearly underesti-
mate the data; the inclusion of the D isobar may therefore be
able to reduce that discrepancy. However, we emphasize that
the employed potentials CD Bonn and CD Bonn+D are un-
realistic above pion-production threshold; in contrast to CD
Bonn, the coupled-channel potential CD Bonn+D yields in-
elasticities, but they show clearly unphysical, resonating and
therefore unwanted structures in the 1D2 two-nucleon partial
wave as already demonstrated in Ref. [4], casting serious
doubts on the size of the calculated D-isobar effect in Fig. 5.
Thus, a modified version of CD Bonn+D with more realistic
phase shifts above pion-production threshold is developed
for exploratory reasons and also used for the predictions in
Fig. 5; it yields an expected reduction of the D-isobar effect,
though the effect remains rather strong. The modified version
of CD Bonn+D works with a reduced coupling strength gsDD
of the s meson to the D isobar. The quality of the fit to the
two-nucleon scattering data up to 350 MeV nucleon lab en-
ergy remains practically unchanged, but, unfortunately, the
beneficial D-isobar effect on trinucleon binding gets almost
completely lost—the resulting binding energy of 3He includ-
ing the Coulomb interaction is −7.329 MeV. Other modifi-
cation schemes of CD Bonn+D have not been tried yet. Any-
how, the data of Ref. [24] deserve a theoretical description
with a two-baryon potential, extended realistically above
pion-production threshold.
C. Inclusive response functions
Figures 6–9 present sample results for inclusive longitu-
dinal and transverse response functions RL and RT of unpo-
larized 3He and 3H.
Figures 6 and 7 contain results for threshold data of siz-
able momentum transfer, i.e., 473ł uQuł927 MeV/c; they
are given as functions of the excitation energy Ex
=˛mB2c4+2mBc3Q0−Q2c2−mBc2. The longitudinal response
RL shows only a relatively small D-isobar effect, not docu-
mented in the plot, but there is a clear need for relativistic
corrections as seen already in the trinucleon charge form
factors; the same operator corrections are used there and
here. The transverse response RT is rather well described, as
FIG. 4. Eightfold differential cross section of three-body elec-
trodisintegration of 3He, i.e., 3Hese ,e8ppdn, at 390 MeV electron
lab energy as a function of the arclength S along the kinematical
curve. The electron scattering angle, the momentum and energy
transfer are ue=39.7°, uQu=250.2 MeV/c and Q0=113 MeV/c, re-
spectively. The observable refers to the configuration (30°, 180°,
45°, 180°) the angles are given with respect to the direction of the
incoming electron; the notation is standard, e.g., explained in Ref.
[15]. Results of the coupled-channel potential with D-isobar excita-
tion (solid curves) are compared with reference results of the purely
nucleonic CD-Bonn potential (dashed curves).
FIG. 5. Eightfold differential cross section of 3Hese ,e8ppdn re-
action at 563.7 MeV electron lab energy as a function of the mag-
nitude of missing momentum km=Q−k1−k2. The electron scatter-
ing angle, the momentum and energy transfer are ue=−27.72°,
uQu=305 MeV/c and Q0=220 MeV/c, respectively. The observ-
able refers to the configuration (53.8°, 0.0°, 92.9°, 180.0°). Results
of the standard coupled-channel potential with D-isobar excitation
(solid curve) and of its modified version (dashed-dotted curve) are
compared with reference results of the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn
potential (dashed curve).
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the trinucleon magnetic form factors in Fig. 3 are, by the
inclusion of the D isobar; the purely nucleonic calculations
of this paper as well as those of Ref. [25], based on a differ-
ent two-nucleon potential, fail in accounting for the experi-
mental data at higher momentum transfers.
Figures 8 and 9 contain results for the responses at higher
energy transfers including the region of the quasielastic peak.
The D-isobar effects are rather insignificant. The overall
agreement with the experimental data is satisfactory, though
a consistent displacement of the quasielastic peak for the
responses at higher three-momentum transfer in Fig. 9 is
obvious. The displacement occurs in all responses, but it is
more discernible for the transverse responses whose peaks
are more pronounced. We think that that displacement is due
to the use of nonrelativistic kinematics for the baryons in-
volved:
(1) The estimates for the position of the quasielastic peak,
i.e., Q2 /2mN with relativistic kinematics and Q2 /2mN with
nonrelativistic kinematics differ just by that displacement.
(2) In the plane-wave impulse approximation of the re-
sponses by one of the present authors in Ref. [26] the use of
relativistic kinematics in the final phase-space element is im-
portant for the achieved agreement with experimental data.
However, a calculational improvement with respect to
baryon kinematics is not straightforward when the full dy-
namics is included.
Figures 10 and 11 present results for asymmetries AsnBd,
measured in the experiments of Refs. [30,31] around the
four-momentum transfer Q2=0.1 and 0.2sGeV/cd2. The
D-isobar effects are rather insignificant. The overall agree-
ment between the experimental data and the theoretical pre-
dictions is rather good for the lower four-momentum trans-
fer, whereas at higher momentum transfer there are some
discrepancies.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The present paper completes our discussion [1,2,16] of
e.m. three-nucleon processes below pion-production thresh-
old. Its particular focus is three-body disintegration and in-
clusive reactions in inelastic electron scattering. The spe-
cialty of the description is the use of a realistic coupled-
channel potential with single D-isobar excitation for the
initial and final hadronic states and the use of a correspond-
ing coupled-channel e.m. current with two-baryon contribu-
tions. The D-isobar effects on observables therefore result
from the effective three-nucleon force—and a
D-modification of the effective two-nucleon force—and from
corresponding effective two- and three-nucleon exchange
currents, all effective hadronic and e.m. interactions medi-
FIG. 6. 3He inclusive longitudinal response RL near threshold
for the momentum transfer uQu=487 MeV/c as function of the ex-
citation energy Ex. Results of the coupled-channel potential with
D-isobar excitation without (solid curves) and with selected relativ-
istic charge operator corrections (dashed curves) are compared. The
experimental data are from Ref. [27].
FIG. 7. 3He inclusive transverse response RT near threshold
around the momentum transfers uQu=473, 862, and 927 MeV/c
from top to bottom as function of the excitation energy Ex. Results
of the coupled-channel potential with D-isobar excitation (solid
curves) are compared with reference results of the purely nucleonic
CD-Bonn potential (dashed curves). The experimental data are from
Ref. [25], uQu being the value at threshold there.
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ated by the D isobar and based on the exchange of all con-
sidered mesons.
We find large and beneficial D-isobar effects for the trans-
verse response in the threshold region at rather high momen-
tum transfer uQu.800 MeV/c; all purely nucleonic calcula-
tions fail in accounting for the corresponding experimental
data. We also predict rather significant D-isobar effects for
the exclusive differential cross section in particular kinemati-
cal regimes. For the considered response functions and inclu-
sive asymmetries up to uQu=500 MeV/c the found D-isobar
effects are small.
We see a need for an improvement of the presented theo-
retical apparatus in three respects:
(1) As already discussed in Ref. [2], the employed bary-
onic potentials and the respective e.m. currents are not fully
consistent, the potentials being nonlocal and the currents be-
ing local. According to our exploratory investigation [15]
this lack of current conservation is practically not serious for
the observables of electrodisintegration considered in this pa-
per. Nevertheless, conceptually the development and the use
of an improved and consistent e.m. current is quite desirable.
(2) Future experiments will focus on processes above
pion-production threshold, even if only purely nucleonic
channels are selected for the explicit observation. The data of
Ref. [24] corresponding to our predictions of Fig. 5 are only
one example. Thus, for those processes the present descrip-
FIG. 8. 3He and 3H inclusive
longitudinal and transverse re-
sponse functions RL and RT for the
momentum transfer uQu
=300 MeV/c as functions of the
energy transfer Q0. Results of the
coupled-channel potential with
D-isobar excitation (solid curves)
are compared with reference re-
sults of the purely nucleonic CD-
Bonn potential (dashed curves).
The experimental data are from
Ref. [28] (P) and from Ref. [29]
(h).
FIG. 9. 3He and 3H inclusive
longitudinal and transverse re-
sponse functions RL and RT for the
momentum transfer uQu
=500 MeV/c as functions of the
energy transfer Q0. Results of the
coupled-channel potential with
D-isobar excitation (solid curves)
are compared with reference re-
sults of the purely nucleonic CD-
Bonn potential (dashed curves).
The experimental data are from
Ref. [28] (P) and from Ref. [29]
(h).
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tion of the dynamics without an explicit pion channel is
clearly insufficient; an improvement is quite desirable. That
improvement is also quantitatively important as Fig. 5
proves.
(3) The four-vector e.m. current is a relativistic concept.
Thus, the description of the hadronic initial and final states
should be based on covariant dynamic equations. Such an
extension of the present theoretical description is highly
desirable.
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APPENDIX: INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR CURRENT
MATRIX ELEMENT
In this appendix the current matrix elements for
two- and three-body electro disintegration of the trinucleon
bound state, i.e., kca
s−dsq fdnafujmsQ ,K+duBl and
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fujmsQ ,K+duBl, are calculated.
The antisymmetrized fully correlated three-nucleon scat-
tering states of internal motion in nucleon-deuteron channels,
i.e., kca
s−dsq fdnafu, and in three-body breakup channels, i.e.,
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fu, are not obtained explicitly; they are calcu-
lated only implicitly when forming current matrix elements.
We introduce the state uXmsZdl, defined according to
uXmsZdl = s1 + PdjmsQ,K+duBl + PTsZdG0sZduXmsZdl ,
sA1ad
uXmsZdl = o
n=0
‘
fPTsZdG0sZdgns1 + PdjmsQ,K+duBl ,
sA1bd
as intermediate quantity with Z=Ei+ i0 being the three-
particle available energy, TsZd being the two-baryon transi-
FIG. 10. The inclusive asymmetry A around suB ,wBd= s0° ,0° d
in 3HeW seW ,e8d process at four-momentum transfer Q2=0.1 and
0.2sGeV/cd2 as function of the energy transfer Q0. The incident
electron energy is 778 MeV. Results of the coupled-channel poten-
tial with D-isobar excitation (solid curves) are compared with ref-
erence results of the purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential (dashed
curves). The experimental data are from Ref. [30].
FIG. 11. The inclusive asymmetry A around suB ,wBd
= s135° ,0° d in 3HeW seW ,e8d process around the four-momentum
transfer Q2=0.1 and 0.2sGeV/cd2 as function of the excitation en-
ergy Ex. The incident electron energies are 778 and 1727 MeV, and
the electron scattering scattering angles are 23.7° and 15.0°, respec-
tively. Results of the coupled-channel potential with D-isobar exci-
tation (solid curves) are compared with reference results of the
purely nucleonic CD-Bonn potential (dashed curves). The experi-
mental data are from Ref. [31].
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tion matrix and P the sum of the cyclic and anticyclic per-
mutation operators of three particles. Equation (A1a) is an
integral equation for uXmsZdl, analogous to that for the mul-
tichannel transition matrix UsZd of Ref. [5]: Both equations
have the same kernel, only their driving terms are different.
We therefore solve Eq. (A1a) according to the technique of
Ref. [5], summing the Neumann series (A1b) for uXmsZdl by
the Padé method. Once uXmsZdl is calculated, the current ma-
trix elements required for the description of two- and three-
body electro disintegration of the trinucleon bound state are
obtained according to
kca
s−dsq fdnafujmsQ,K+duBl =
1
˛3 kfasq fdnafuX
msZdl ,
sA2ad
kc0
s−dsp fq fdn0fujmsQ,K+duBl =
1
˛3 kf0sp fq fdn0fus1 + Pd
3fjmsQ,K+duBl + TsZdG0sZd
3uXmsZdlg . sA2bd
When calculating the inclusive response functions, the in-
tegration over all final hadronic states is performed implic-
itly, following the strategy of Ref. [2] for calculating the total
cross section of photo disintegration. We define the general
spin-dependent response function as follows, i.e.,
RMB8MB
l8l sQd = en*sQl8dkBMB8 ufjnsQ,K+dg†dsEi − H0 − HId
3 jmsQ,K+duBMBlemsQld , sA3ad
RMB8MB
l8l sQd = − 1
p
Imhen
*sQl8dkBMB8 ufjnsQ,K+dg†
3GsEi + i0djmsQ,K+duBMBlemsQldj
sA3bd
with the effective polarization vectors esQl= ±1d
= 7 s1/˛2ds0,1 , ± i ,0d and esQl=0d= s1,0 ,0 ,0d. The latter
choice assumes current conservation, i.e., the longitudinal
part of the spatial current is replaced by the charge density
j0sQ ,K+d= jmsQ ,K+demsQl=0d, resulting in the effective
form of esQl=0d different from the standard one as given,
e.g., in Ref. [1]. In contrast to the rest of this paper, we
indicate the dependence on the spin projection MB of the
trinucleon bound state in Eqs. (A3) explicitly. Note that all
RMB8MB
l8l sQd with MB8 +l8ÞMB+l vanish. The auxiliary
state GsEi+ i0djmsQ ,K+duBl of Eq. (A3b) is related to
uXmsEi+ i0dl according to
GsEi + i0djmsQ,K+duBl = 13 s1 + PdG0sEi + i0dfjmsQ,K+duBl
+ TsEi + i0dG0sEi + i0d
3uXmsEi + i0dlg . sA3cd
The spin-averaged longitudinal and transverse response
functions RLsQd and RTsQd and the spin-dependent trans-
verse and transverse-longitudinal response functions RT8sQd
and RTL8sQd are calculated according to
RLsQd = 12 TrfR00sQdg , sA4ad
RTsQd = 12 o
l=±1
TrfRllsQdg , sA4bd
RT8sQd =
1
2 o
l=±1
l TrfRllsQdsBzg , sA4cd
RTL8sQd =
1
2 o
l8l
TrfRl8lsQdsBxg . sA4dd
In Eqs. (A4) traces are calculated with respect to the spin
quantum numbers MB of the trinucleon bound state; sBj are
the ordinary spin-12 particle spin operators, i.e., the Pauli ma-
trices, which refer in this context to the three-nucleon target.
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